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EVENTS

MATHS FUN DAY

April is named after the Greek

goddess of love, Aphrodite. In the

Roman calendar, the fourth

month April is spelled Aprilis,

meaning "to open." In the month

of April, Bethlehem New Central

School conducted some of the

events as follows. 

" The only way to learn

mathematics is to do

mathematics". Mathematics is the

music of reason. On April 1st 2022,

Bethlehem New Central School

celebrated Maths Fun Day .

Students from Grade 9 perform a

wonderful act of  " Uses of

mathematics in day to day life". 

 The Head of the Mathematics

department gives a wonderful

speech about  benefits of

Mathematics. Finally BNCS

Principal gives some motivational

tips regarding mathematics.
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BRIDGE COURSE

EARTH DAY

A Bridge Course helps students

to make a successful transition

into their new academic

programs by providing them

with the necessary background

knowledge about the topics

that will be covered in their

new courses. Bridge Courses

can also help students to

develop the skills and abilities

that they need to succeed in

their new academic programs.

In BNCS, bridge course is

started in the first week of

April to the end of April.  

" “Live in each season as it

passes; breathe the air, drink the

drink, taste the fruit, and resign

yourself to the influence of the

Earth.” Bethlehem New Central

School celebrated Earth Day on

22nd April 2022.  
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WORLD HEALTH DAY AWARENESS program

“Health is the most

important thing and we do

not realize it until we lose it.

Let us take good care of it".

BNCS celebrated World

Health Day on 7th April

2022. On that day,  an

awareness program

conducted by Bethlehem

Nursing College Students and

staffs.   

INTRODUCING STUDENT COUNCIL NOMINEES 

" "Leadership is not a

position or a title, it is

an action and

example". On 26th

April 2022, in BNCS, 

 the nominees of

Student Council 

 election, introduced

themselves infront of

their freinds. They

canvassed votes for

the election.


